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The University of Chicago Magazine
Charlie Harris is haunted. Haunted by addiction, haunted by depression, but more than anything he is a man
haunted by his childhood. For years, Charlie had successfully used his relationship with his past and with fear
to his advantage. He became a successful and award-winning author by confronting the tangible terrors of a
divisive world of economic strife and political polarization. Unfortunately, the one fear he was never able to
confront was the one that now hid under the crib of his infant son. In order to save his son, Charlie must
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confront everything he is afraid of. Not only own his name, but finally own his past. A troubled family, a
haunted house, dead parents, and finally, what happened that fateful day in 1997. Once, Charlie didn't stop
what was happening, and now it might kill his son if it doesn't kill him first. Childhood? It's nothing to get
nostalgic about.

Poetic Epistemologies
Looks at the development of the female protagonist from submissive fairy-tale maiden to the spunky
independent girls of today's literature.

Talkin' Up to the White Woman
This book, first published in 2002, is a graduate-level text on numerical weather prediction, including
atmospheric modeling, data assimilation and predictability.

Television Weathercasting
Dr Aileen Moreton-Robinson "talks up" in this provocative interrogation of feminism in representation and
practice. As a Geonpul woman and an academic, she provides a unique cultural standpoint and a compelling
analysis of the whiteness of Australian feminism and its effect on Indigenous women.Through an extensive
range of articles by non-white scholars and activists, she demonstrates the ways whiteness dominates from a
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position of power and privilege as an invisible and unchallenged practice. She illustrates the ways in which
Indigenous women have been represented through the publications and teachings of white Australian
women. Such renderings of Indigenous lives are in contrast to the many examples provided of life writings by
Indigenous women themselves.Persuasive and engaging, Talkin' Up to the White Womanis a timely
argument for the inclusion of Indigenous perspectives in developing the teachings and practices that impact
on Australia's pluralistic society.

Runemarks
Wallis Simpson is known as the woman who stole the king's heart and rocked the monarchy - but she was
not Edward VIII's first or only love.This book is about the women he adored before Wallis dominated his
life. There was Rosemary Leveson-Gower, the girl he wanted to marry and who would have been the perfect
match for a future king; and the Prince's long-term mistress, Freda Dudley Ward, who exerted a pull almost
equal to Wallis over her lover, but abided by the rules of the game and never expected to marry him. Then
there was Thelma Furness, his twice-married American lover, who enjoyed a domestic life with him, but
realised it could not last forever and demanded nothing more than to be his mistress - and fatefully
introduced him to Wallis.In each love affair, Edward behaved like a cross between a little boy lost and a spoilt
child craving affection, resorting to emotional blackmail to keep his lovers with him. Each of the three
women in this book could have changed the course of history. By examining their lives and impact on the
heir to the throne, we question whether he ever really wanted to be king.
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Cloud Systems, Hurricanes, and the Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission (TRMM)
"Drawing on a course road tested for over a decade, Sharp has delivered an invaluable aid for teaching
students about the complex political, cultural and spatial logics of colonialism and post-colonialism. Difficult
theoretical jargon is demystified and the generous use of illustrations and quotes from both academic and
popular sources means students can work with manageable measures of primary material. This book has
succeeded in delivering a meaningful conversation between political economic accounts of development and
cultural accounts of identity. It is a must-have for anyone studying colonialism and post-colonialism." - Jane
M Jacobs, Institute of Geography, University of Edinburgh Geographies of Post-Colonialism introduces the
principal themes and theories relating to postcolonialism. Written from a geographical perspective, the text
includes extended explanations of the cultural and material aspects of the subject. Exploring post-colonialism
through the geographies of imagination, knowledge and power, the text is split into three comprehensive
sections: Colonialisms discusses Western representations of the 'Other' and the relationship between this and
the European self-image. Neo-colonialisms discusses the continuing legacies of colonial ways of knowing
through an examination of global culture, tourism and popular culture. Post-colonialisms discusses the core
arguments about post-colonialism and culture with a focus on 'hybridity'. Comprehensive and accessible,
illustrated with learning features throughout, Geographies of Post-Colonialism will be the key resource for
students in human geography and development studies.

Unapologetically Ambitious
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Notable Women Scientists
A wonderfully provocative and appealing novel, from the much-loved author of Anywhere But Here and A
Regular Guy, her first in ten years. It tells the story of two women whose lives entwine and unfold behind the
glittery surface of Hollywood. Claire, a composer and a new mother, comes to LA so her husband can follow
his passion for writing television comedy. Suddenly the marriage—once a genuine 50/50
arrangement—changes, with Paul working long hours and Claire left at home with a baby, William, whom
she adores but has no idea how to care for. Lola, a fifty-two-year-old mother of five who is working in
America to pay for her own children’s higher education back in the Philippines, becomes their nanny. Lola
stabilizes the rocky household and soon other parents try to lure her away. What she sacrifices to stay with
Claire and “Williamo” remains her own closely guarded secret. In a novel at turns satirical and
heartbreaking, where mothers’ modern ideas are given practical overhauls by nannies, we meet Lola’s vast
network of fellow caregivers, each with her own story to tell. We see the upstairs competition for the best
nanny and the downstairs competition for the best deal, and are forced to ask whether it is possible to buy
love for our children and what that transaction costs us all. We look into two contemporary marriages—one
in America and one in the Philippines—and witness their endangerment, despite the best of intentions. My
Hollywood is a tender, witty, and resonant novel that provides the profound pleasures readers have come to
expect from Mona Simpson, here writing at the height of her powers.

Atmospheric Modeling, Data Assimilation and Predictability
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The first comprehensive history of its kind, Weather on the Air explores the many forces that have shaped
weather broadcasts over the years, including the long-term drive to professionalize weathercasting, the
complex relations between government and private forecasters, and the effects of climate-change science and
the Internet on today's broadcasts. Dozens of photos and anecdotes accompany Henson's more than two
decades of research to document the evolution of weathercasts, from their primitive beginnings on the radio
to the high-gloss, graphics-laden segments we watch on television every morning.

Tom Simpson
Clouds are the spark plugs in the heat engine of the tropical atmosphere, and heat from the tropics drives the
planet's general circulation. Atmospheric scientists didn't know this in the 1950s, but Joanne Simpson, the
first American woman to earn a Ph.D. in meteorology, did. Most histories of meteorology focus on polar and
temperate regions and the accomplishments of male scientists. They marginalize or erase completely the
contributions of female researchers. Joanne's work on the tropical atmosphere did not fit this pattern. Joanne
had a lifelong passion for clouds and severe storms. She flew into and above them, photographed them,
modeled them, attempted to modify them, and studied them from all angles. She held two university
professorships, married three times, had two lovers (one secret), mentored a generation of meteorologists,
and blazed a trail for other women to follow. This book is about Joanne's personal and professional life, her
career prospects as a woman in science, and her relationship to the tropical atmosphere. These multifaceted
and interacting textual streams constitute a braided narrative and form a complex dynamic system that
displays surprising emergent properties. Is Joanne Simpson best remembered as a pioneer woman scientist or
the best tropical scientist of her generation? She was both, with the emphasis on best scientist.
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Desperado's Caress
Women Scientists in America
How scientists used transformative new technologies to understand the complexities of weather and the
atmosphere, told through the intertwined careers of three key figures.

Nacho's Nachos
This book is a tribute to a pioneer in tropical meteorology research, Dr. Joanne Simpson. It is a recollection
of some of the high points of her career, from her fifty years of investigating hurricanes and clouds to her
management of the crutial and highly successful TRMM project (Tropical Rainfall Measuring Mission), a
joint mission between the NASA and the Japan Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA).

Before Wallis
Inventing Atmospheric Science
"A picture book biography of Ignacio (Nacho) Anaya, a waiter at the Victory Club in Piedras Negras,
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Coahuila, Mexico, and the events surrounding the creation, in 1940, of the globally-popular tortilla chip,
cheese, and jalape o pepper snack that bears his name-nachos"--

Weather on the Air
Eight essays from a summer 2004 meeting of the International Commission on History of Meteorology, held
in Kloster Polling, Upper Bavaria, launch a new series on the history of the science of atmospheres. The
topics include meteorology in John Herschel's (1792-1871) terrestrial physics; understanding cloud
formation, cloud chambers, and the role of meteorology in Cambridge physics in the late 19th century; and
atmospheric science, aviation technology, and neocolonialism in the Americas 1919-45. All but one of the
contributing historians of science are from the US. Science History Publications USA is a division of Watson
Publishing International

Memorial Tributes
Will it rain tomorrow? That perennial question has made weather the most popular segment of local
television news for years. Yet weathercasters do far more than simply convey the latest outlook. Depending
on the circumstances, they may inject humor into the forecast (having a Lhasa apso pant and wag its tail
during the forecast, for instance), warn of a life-threatening tornado or hurricane, or instruct viewers on the
science behind weather. This book, the first critically to examine weathercasters and their craft, is based on
years of research and covers both the lighthearted and serious aspects of television weather. Chapters include
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pioneer weathercasters of the 1940s and 1950s, technical advances, interaction with the National Weather
Service, severe weather coverage, celebrities who began with television weather, and the status of women and
minorities in weathercasting.

Waters of the World
This early 20th-century work contains multiple illustrations of amphibians and reptiles.

Galileo
This book presents a simple scientific explanation of how and why of these events, as well as case studies and
the prevention and warning systems that have been created mankind.

Nothing to Get Nostalgic About
Rossiter shows how women scientists made significant contributions to the war effort, ranging from
engineering and nutrition (where both Margaret Mead and Rachel Carson worked well outside their areas of
expertise) to metallurgy and the Manhattan Project. But she tells also of the postwar period, when women
scientists were told to accept demotion "cheerfully" and American colleges began concerted efforts to "get the
old girls out" and replace them with all-male - and therefore higher-paid and more prestigious - faculty.
Rossiter concludes that the period from 1940 to 1972 was a time when American women were encouraged to
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pursue an education in science in order to participate in the great professional opportunities that science
promised. Yet the patriarchal structure and values of universities, government, and industry confronted
women with obstacles that continued to frustrate and subordinate them. Nevertheless, women scientists
made genuine contributions to their fields, grew in professional stature, and laid the foundation for the
period after 1972, which saw real breakthroughs on the status of women scientists in America.

Fixing the Sky
Provides an overview of hurricanes, covering such topics as forecasting, research, and a history of major
storms.

Geographies of Postcolonialism
Seven o’clock on a Monday morning, five hundred years after the end of the world, and goblins had been
at the cellar again. . . . Not that anyone would admit it was goblins. In Maddy Smith’s world, order rules.
Chaos, old gods, fairies, goblins, magic, glamours–all of these were supposedly vanquished centuries ago.
But Maddy knows that a small bit of magic has survived. The “ruinmark” she was born with on her palm
proves it–and makes the other villagers fearful that she is a witch (though helpful in dealing with the goblinsin-the-cellar problem). But the mysterious traveler One-Eye sees Maddy’s mark not as a defect, but as a
destiny. And Maddy will need every scrap of forbidden magic One-Eye can teach her if she is to survive that
destiny. From the Hardcover edition.
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My Hollywood
A leading chiropractic doctor and a Certified Clinical Densitometrist exposes the shocking difficulty of
getting an accurate bone-density reading and the serious risks of long-term use of osteoporosis medications,
and presents her own whole-body approach to building strong bones. Original. 75,000 first printing.

Hurricanes
From the glaciers of the Alps to the towering cumulonimbus clouds of the Caribbean and the unexpectedly
chaotic flows of the North Atlantic, Waters of the World is a tour through 150 years of the history of a
significant but underappreciated idea: that the Earth has a global climate system made up of interconnected
parts, constantly changing on all scales of both time and space. A prerequisite for the discovery of global
warming and climate change, this idea was forged by scientists studying water in its myriad forms. This is their
story. Linking the history of the planet with the lives of those who studied it, Sarah Dry follows the
remarkable scientists who summited volcanic peaks to peer through an atmosphere’s worth of water vapor,
cored mile-thick ice sheets to uncover the Earth’s ancient climate history, and flew inside storm clouds to
understand how small changes in energy can produce both massive storms and the general circulation of the
Earth’s atmosphere. Each toiled on his or her own corner of the planetary puzzle. Gradually, their
cumulative discoveries coalesced into a unified working theory of our planet’s climate. We now call this
field climate science, and in recent years it has provoked great passions, anxieties, and warnings. But no less
than the object of its study, the science of water and climate is—and always has been—evolving. By revealing
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the complexity of this history, Waters of the World delivers a better understanding of our planet’s climate
at a time when we need it the most.

Modern Women: Women Artists at The Museum of Modern Art
In this title, examine the life of adventurous cloud explorer and weather pioneer Joanne Simpson. Readers
will enjoy digging into Simpson's personal story, beginning with her childhood flying planes out of Boston
and sailing boats at Cape Cod. Students can trace Simpson's success, from her education at the University of
Chicago and research at Woods Hole to her work on Project Stormfury with the National Weather Bureau
and the development of the TRMM satellite with NASA. Engaging text and photos offer insight on
meteorology topics such as cloud formation, hurricanes, tropical rainfall, and more. While a timeline,
glossary, and index supplement the text, an entertaining science activity allows readers their own hands-on
experience based on the science that inspired this woman's groundbreaking career. Aligned to Common
Core Standards and correlated to state standards. Checkerboard Library is an imprint of Abdo Publishing, a
division of ABDO.

Storm Surge
Description WINNER OF THE WILLIAM HILL SPORTS BOOK OF THE YEAR 2017 Tom Simpson is
British cycling's greatest icon. Fifty years after he conquered the continental sporting scene, he still captivates
people around the world. After his dramatic death on Mont Ventoux during the 1967 Tour de France,
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amphetamines and alcohol were found in his system, a fact which often dwarfs his pioneering achievements.
From a humble upbringing in a Nottinghamshire mining town, Simpson became the first Briton to win the
elite men's World Championships and to wear the Tour de France's yellow jersey. He also took victory at
Milan Sanremo, the Tour of Flanders and the Tour of Lombardy, three of cycling's most prestigious races. A
charismatic and impulsive character, Simpson lived life fast, with a penchant for spectacular racing, sports
cars and fanciful dreams. This man of contradictions was both people's champion and pariah, gentleman and
rogue. Guided by rare photography of Simpson, this book explores the Briton's feats and complexities
through untold stories from those closest to him. Main protagonists and interviews: Jan Janssen, Raymond
Poulidor, Gianni Motta, Barry Hoban, Emile Daems, Brian Robinson, Vin Denson, Helen Hoban, Joanne
Simpson, Henri Duez, Charly Wegelius, Dave Bonner, Billy Holmes, Keith Butler, Pete Ryalls and Professor
Greg Whyte OBE.

Natural Disasters
First Woman
A fresh interpretation of the life of Galileo Galilei, one of history’s greatest and most fascinating scientists,
that sheds new light on his discoveries and how he was challenged by science deniers. “We really need this
story now, because we’re living through the next chapter of science denial” (Bill McKibben). Galileo’s
story may be more relevant today than ever before. At present, we face enormous crises—such as the
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minimization of the dangers of climate change—because the science behind these threats is erroneously
questioned or ignored. Galileo encountered this problem 400 years ago. His discoveries, based on careful
observations and ingenious experiments, contradicted conventional wisdom and the teachings of the church
at the time. Consequently, in a blatant assault on freedom of thought, his books were forbidden by church
authorities. Astrophysicist and bestselling author Mario Livio draws on his own scientific expertise to provide
captivating insights into how Galileo reached his bold new conclusions about the cosmos and the laws of
nature. A freethinker who followed the evidence wherever it led him, Galileo was one of the most significant
figures behind the scientific revolution. He believed that every educated person should know science as well
as literature, and insisted on reaching the widest audience possible, publishing his books in Italian rather than
Latin. Galileo was put on trial with his life in the balance for refusing to renounce his scientific convictions.
He remains a hero and inspiration to scientists and all of those who respect science—which, as Livio reminds
us in this gripping book, remains threatened even today.

Critically Sovereign
Declarations of Independence
Through detailed readings and interviews, this book provides a valuable introduction to feminist languagepoets and to some of the most compelling issues in contemporary poetry.
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Amphibia and Reptiles
This series presents biographies of deceased members of the National Academy of Engineering.

High Concept
Using the life and career of Don Simpson as a point of departure, High Concept takes readers on a riveting
journey inside the Hollywood of the 1980s and 90s. For over two decades Simpson was Hollywood's
reigning bad boy, yet through the same period he and his partner, Jerry Bruckheimer were the most
successful independent producers in the Hollywood history. The revelations in High Concept are
astounding! Through intensive research Fleming has created a dramatic tale of the rise of the key players and
how the Don Simpson way became the Hollywood way. Through an interwoven narrative of the decadence
and greed, hypocrisy and hysteria, profligacy and moral emptiness of the key power brokers, Fleming returns
to the core concept of excess and how it continues to drive Hollywood.

First Woman: Joanne Simpson and the Tropical Atmosphere
Clouds are the spark plugs in the heat engine of the tropical atmosphere, and heat from the tropics drives the
planet's general circulation. Atmospheric scientists didn't know this in the 1950s, but Joanne Simpson, the
first American woman to earn a Ph.D. in meteorology, did. Most histories of meteorology focus on polar and
temperate regions and the accomplishments of male scientists. They marginalize or erase completely the
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contributions of female researchers. Joanne's work on the tropical atmosphere did not fit this pattern. Joanne
had a lifelong passion for clouds and severe storms. She flew into and above them, photographed them,
modeled them, attempted to modify them, and studied them from all angles. She held two university
professorships, married three times, had two lovers (one secret), mentored a generation of meteorologists,
and blazed a trail for other women to follow. This book is about Joanne's personal and professional life, her
career prospects as a woman in science, and her relationship to the tropical atmosphere. These multifaceted
and interacting textual streams constitute a braided narrative and form a complex dynamic system that
displays surprising emergent properties. Is Joanne Simpson best remembered as a pioneer woman scientist or
the best tropical scientist of her generation? She was both, with the emphasis on best scientist.

Oneil Wor Achive
Entries covering all areas of human endeavors, including business, science, government, education, religion,
politics, and sports, detail all the measurable historic feats realized by women from around the world

Explore Science
Biographical profiles of 500 women around the world who have made significant contributions to the field of
science, from antiquity to the present.

Dr. Lani's No-Nonsense Bone Health Guide
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"Annie was one of the best players ever. I didn't say male or female; I said ever."—Bill Russell, former Boston
Celtics player Ann Meyers Drysdale is one of the greatest stars in the history of basketball. But her rise wasn't
without controversy. Her 1979 NBA bid to play with the Indiana Pacers brought a barrage of criticism. But
Ann simply wanted to play among the best. She had always competed with the guys, and she never let anyone
keep her down. In You Let Some Girl Beat You? she shares her inspirational story for the first time. A female
first in many categories, Meyers Drysdale was the first woman ever signed to a four-year athletic scholarship
to UCLA, where she remains the only four-time Bruin basketball All American, male or female. Ann was also
the only woman ever asked to compete in ABC Sports' Superstars, pitting her against elite athletes like Mark
Spitz, Joe Frazier, O.J. Simpson, and Mark Gastineau. After her athletic career Ann Meyers Drysdale went on
to do color commentary on all the national stations. She also married Don Drysdale, legendary pitcher and
announcer for the Los Angeles Dodgers, making them the first ever married couple enshrined in their
respective sport's Hall of Fame. Today Ann continues to break through barriers. She is the only female vice
president in the NBA (she is vice president of the Phoenix Suns), and is also the general manager of the
WNBA's Phoenix Mercury, which has won two WNBA championships since she took over four years ago.
The New York Times featured her prominently in a piece in August 2011 called "Pioneers Continue to
Shepherd Women's Basketball." Time magazine recently named her one of the ten greatest female athletes of
all time.

University Register
Full of empowering wisdom from one of Silicon Valley's first female African American CEOs, this inspiring
leadership book offers a blueprint for how to achieve your personal and professional goals. Shellye
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Archambeau recounts how she overcame the challenges she faced as a young black woman, wife, and
mother, managing her personal and professional responsibilities while climbing the ranks at IBM and
subsequently in her roles as CEO. Through the busts and booms of Silicon Valley in the early 2000s, this bold
and inspiring book details the risks she took and the strategies she engaged to steer her family, her career, and
her company MetricStream toward success. Through her journey, Shellye discovered that ambition alone is
not enough to achieve success. Here, she shares the practical strategies, tools, and approaches readers can
employ right now, including concrete steps to most effectively: Dismantle impostor syndrome Capitalize on
the power of planning Take risks Developing financial literacy Build your network Establish your reputation
Take charge of your career Integrate work, marriage, parenthood, and self-care Each chapter lays out key
takeaways and actions to increase the odds of achieving your personal and professional goals. With relatable
personal stories that ground her advice in the real world and a foreword by leading venture capitalist and
New York Times bestselling author Ben Horowitz, Unapologetically Ambitious invites readers to move
beyond the solely supportive roles others expect them to fill, to learn how to carefully tread the thin line
between assertive and aggressive, and to give themselves permission to strive for the top. Make no apologies
for the height of your ambitions. Shellye Archambeau will show you how.

You Let Some Girl Beat You?
A renowned scientist takes us through the devastating and unprecedented events of Hurricane Sandy, using it
to explain our planet’s changing climate, and what we need to do to protect ourselves and our cities for the
future. Was Hurricane Sandy a freak event—or a harbinger of things to come? Was climate change
responsible? What connects the spiraling clouds our satellites saw from space, the brackish water that rose up
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over the city’s seawalls, and the slow simmer of greenhouse gases? Why weren't we better prepared? In this
fascinating and accessible work of popular science, atmospheric scientist and Columbia University professor
Adam Sobel addresses these questions, combining scientific explanation with first-hand experience of the
event itself. He explains the remarkable atmospheric conditions that gave birth to Sandy and determined its
path. He gives us insight into the sophisticated science that led to the forecasts of the storm before it hit, as
well as an understanding of why our meteorological vocabulary failed our leaders in warning us about this
unprecedented storm—part hurricane, part winter-type nor’easter, fully deserving of the title
“Superstorm.” Storm Surge brings together the melting glaciers, the shifting jet streams, and the warming
oceans to make clear how our changing climate will make New York and other cities more vulnerable than
ever to huge storms—and how we need to think differently about these long-term risks if we hope to mitigate
the damage. Engaging, informative, and timely, Sobel’s book provokes us to rethink the future of our
climate and how we can better prepare for the storms to come.

Joanne Simpson: Magnificent Meteorologist
Critically Sovereign traces the ways in which gender is inextricably a part of Indigenous politics and U.S. and
Canadian imperialism and colonialism. The contributors show how gender, sexuality, and feminism work as
co-productive forces of Native American and Indigenous sovereignty, self-determination, and epistemology.
Several essays use a range of literary and legal texts to analyze the production of colonial space, the biopolitics
of “Indianness,” and the collisions and collusions between queer theory and colonialism within
Indigenous studies. Others address the U.S. government’s criminalization of traditional forms of Diné
marriage and sexuality, the I upiat people's changing conceptions of masculinity as they embrace the
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processes of globalization, Hawai‘i’s same-sex marriage bill, and stories of Indigenous women falling in
love with non-human beings such as animals, plants, and stars. Following the politics of gender, sexuality,
and feminism across these diverse historical and cultural contexts, the contributors question and reframe the
thinking about Indigenous knowledge, nationhood, citizenship, history, identity, belonging, and the
possibilities for a decolonial future. Contributors. Jodi A. Byrd, Joanne Barker, Jennifer Nez Denetdale,
Mishuana Goeman, J. Kehaulani Kauanui, Melissa K. Nelson, Jessica Bissett Perea, Mark Rifkin

Intimate Universality
These ideas might sound like science fiction, but in fact they are part of a very old story. For more than a
century, scientists, soldiers, and charlatans have tried to manipulate weather and climate, and like them,
today's climate engineers wildly exaggerate what is possible. Scarcely considering the political, military, and
ethical implications of managing the world's climate, these individuals hatch schemes with potential
consequences that far outweigh anything their predecessors might have faced.
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